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ABSTRACT

A program has been written for the Tektronics 4051 desk 

calculator which uses the y-y diagram coordinates of a lens system 

for input, and from that and certain supplementary information pro

duces a four-part system description. The description consists of 

a y-y diagram drawing, a radius-thickness-glass sequence table con

venient for ACCOS input, a layout of the lens system, and a table of 

third order wavefront aberration coefficients based on the Seidel 

equations.

v i i i



CHAPTER T

INTRODUCTION

Historical Background 

An exposition of the principles of the y-y  diagram f ir s t  

appeared in a paper by Erwin Delano (1963) entitled "First-order 

Design and the y-y Diagram." Its u t i l i ty ,  both as a design tool and 

as a pedagogical resource have been generally recognized by those 

students and faculty members at the Optical Sciences Center at The 

University of Arizona who have become involved with i t  during the 

past decade through the influence of Or, Roland V. Shack (1975).

This new approach to f ir s t  order design is amenable to analyti

cal formulation, of course, as has been done by Lopez-Lopez (1973), 

but one of its  main attractions is its  inherently graphical nature, 

and hence its  intellectual transparency through the use of pictures.

That is , the y-y diagram readily shows what basic properties a given 

system has because those properties are portrayed as lines, intersec

tions of lines, and areas enclosed by Tines, e tc ., rather than as a 

table of numbers which the mind can grasp only one at a time.

The y-y diagram consists of a two-dimensional cartesian plot 

of the (paraxial) marginal ray heights versus the (paraxial) chief 

ray heights at each surface of an ax ia lly  symmetric system, and straight 

line segments joining these points in sequence. A typical y-y diagram 

is shown in Fig. 1.

' 1
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Primary

Secondary

Image

Fig. 1. y-y Diagram fo r  a Cassegrain 
Telescope--a Typical Example.
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The Tektronics 4051 calculator is well-suited to stra ight-line  

drawings, as well as tabular data. When such a calculator became avail

able at Optical Sciences Center last year the y-y diagram was one of 

the f ir s t  uses for which i t  was slated.

Properties of the y-y Diagram

The y-y diagram has the following interesting properties: the

traditional approach to lens design is to specify radii of curvature, 

component separations, and indices of refraction for a system and then 

trace rays through and see where they come out. One then discovers, 

what clear apertures are needed to prevent vignetting, where the images 

and pupils f a l l ,  etc. The y-y diagram gives an alternative to this in 

that a d ifferent set of parameters may be specified and curvatures, 

thicknesses, e tc ., may be derived as dependent variables. This alterna

tive formulation is especially advantageous, as Delano pointed out, in 

cases where clear apertures, including image and pupil sizes, are 

troublesome boundary conditions (e .g ., periscopes), or where the loca

tions of the cardinal points must be particularly constrained.

A line in the y-y diagram represents an entire optical space 

(in the sense of object and image space), and points along the line  

represent planes perpendicular to the optical axis.

The distance between any two planes situated along the optical 

axis in a given space, is related to the area on the diagram enclosed 

in the triangle whose vertices are the origin and the two points which 

represent those planes, by the following equation:
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Here t is the reduced distance between the planes (that is , the actual 

distance divided by the index of refraction), A is the area of the 

triangle described, and SC is the Lagrange invariant of the system.

SC = n u y - n u y . (2)

Figure 2 illustrates Eq. (1) in the case of a thin lens operating at 

f in ite  conjugates. The distance concerned happens to be the focal 

length of the element. Of course the converse is also true and useful;

i . e . , the Lagrange invariant, or an area on the diagram, may be deter

mined from the same relationship [Eq. (1 )].

Anywhere in the diagram that a ray crosses the y axis an image 

is represented, and anywhere a ray crosses the y axis a pupil is mani- 

tested. I f  i t  is an extension of a ray segment, and not the ray its e lf  

that crosses the y axis at a particular point, then the image is virtual 

The actual y-axis crossing point of the ray denotes a physical stop 

Tocation, whereas i f  the y axis is being crossed by an extension only of 

a real ray segment, an image of a stop ( i . e . ,  a pupil) is indicated.

The broken Tine segment in the y-y diagram which represents an

optical system can be thought of as the projection onto a transverse

plane (for example the image plane) of a special Gaussian skew ray

which I shall call the Delano ray. This special skew ray is defined

by its  point of origin in the object plane and its  point of transition  

at the entrance pupil, as illustrated  in Fig. 3. Notice that this skew
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Fig. 2. Calculation of Separations on 
the y-y Diagram.
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object
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pupil

Fig. 3. D e fin it ion  o f the Delano Ray.



ray (and hence the y-y diagram) incorporates a ll of the information 

inherent in the traditional marginal and chief rays because its  projec

tion in the yz plane is the marginal ray, and its  projection in the xz 

plane is the paraxial chief ray. The third orthogonal projection has 

already been mentioned (the xy plane projection) and that is the y-y

diagram. This third projection of the Delano ray combined with the
6 " "

Lagrange invariant completely specifies a system to f ir s t  order.

The Delano ray spirals its  way through the optical system, 

clockwise i f  the Lagrange invariant is positive (and vice versa), always 

in the same rotational sense, as Delano himself proved. No ray in the 

diagram passes through the origin, as that would mean the coincidence 

of a pupil and an image. Auxiliary lines passing through the origin 

introduced into the diagram for constructional/computational purposes

locate a complete set of conjugate planes at their intersections with
. : ■ )

ray lines on the diagram. Such lines are therefore called conjugate 

lines. An example is the middle dashed line in Fig. 4, which shows, 

incidentally, that the nodal points are conjugate to each other. The 

ratio  of ON to ON' in that figure is the same as the ratio  of indices 

of refraction In object and image space, consistent with the definition  

of the nodal points. A conjugate Tine shows the magnification between 

the members of any set of conjugate planes, not just the ir location.

Characteristics of the 4051 

The Tektronics 4051 is a self-contained desk calculator with 

fu ll ASCII keyboard, cathode ray tube display screen, and a l i t t l e  over 

six thousand bytes of program/data memory space. (The exact
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Image
Ray

->• y

Fig. 4. Portrayal o f the Cardinal Points in the
y-y Diagram; Entrance and Exit Pupils Also.

The magnification o f the nodal points is 
equal to the ra t io  o f the re frac t ive  indices 
in  object and image space, so tha t the nodal 
points coincide w ith the p r inc ip le  points fo r  
a system working in a single medium. The fron t 
and rear p r inc ip le  points always coincide at the 
in tersection o f the f i r s t  and la s t  rays in the 
y-y diagram.
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characteristics are of course variable with the manufacturer's options; 

my description is of the particular machine available to me.) I t  also 

accepts a magnetic tape cassette which has about three hundred thousand 

bytes of storage space for either data or program storage. A hard-copy 

unit sits beside i t  for securing permanent records of information dis

played on the calculator's TV-like screen. The editing capability is 

quite fle x ib le , the programming language is BASIC, and the unit is easy 

to use.



CHAPTER 2

MATHEMATICAL BASIS

Equations Used and Their Meanings 

A fundamental expression in the y-y approach is embodied in 

Eq. (1) already presented in the f ir s t  chapter,

_ 2 A
T 3K • *;

The reduced distance t may be any axial reduced separation within a 

given optical space; for example, i t  may be a focal length of an element 

or an entire optical system. The area A is the area of the correspond

ing triangle. The quantity 2A can be obtained as the determinant

2A - yl y2 " y2 yl * (3)

The program which I have written has the capability of solving 

for the location of an intermediate point on a given line in the dia

gram. One coordinate of the point (either y or y) is found by linear 

interpolation from the other coordinate (which must be specified) of 

the desired point with respect to the coordinates of the points which 

preceed and follow i t .  The interpolation formulas are

(y i y i - l ^ y i+l y i - l  ^

(yi+l " yi - l )
yi = yi-l + ' ' '"Yf-4 — -- (4)

10



In using the program one may solve for the Lagrance invariant, 

rather than specifying i t  d irectly , in a manner which w ill be explained 

in Chapter 3, The formula used is

a ,  ,6)
T

I t  w ill be seen that this is merely a rearrangement of Eq. (1 ). Other 

rearrangements are used from time to time. For example, to find thick

nesses and separations we may use

_ " (y , . ,  y . -  y, y f . t ) _
i 5K

Reduced marginal and chief ray angles are given by 

n ( Y i  -  •

and

«i

“i'
n ^ i  -  y i - j )

(8)

(9)

Element powers are given by .

Q ) » 1  ( a )  o  (0  ^  CO •  -a

♦ i - l  V  1-1 1 k  H  ( , 0 )

The two remaining major mathematical operations employed in 

this computer program are the thickening of a thin lens, and calcula

tion of the third order wave aberrations. These w ill be handled 

separately.
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Thickening a Thin Lens

A thin lens in y-y space is represented by a single pair of 

coordinates (yQS yQ), I f  the additional information of its  real thick

ness, glass type or index of refraction, and shape factor (bending 

parameter) are given, i t  is possible to calculate the actual (paraxial) 

y and y coordinates of the Delano ray at each of the two lens surfaces, 

These two new points may (and in my program do) then replace the original 

thin lens locus in the diagram. This is illustra ted  in Fig. 5.

The new coordinates are calculated as follows. F irst the enter

ing and exiting reduced ray angles are calculated from Eqs. (8) and (9). 

Then the power of the thin lens is found by Eg. (10). The center thicks 

ness is derived in turn from the power. In this program the axial thick

ness of a positive Tens is a rb itra rily  set at one-sixteenth of the lens 

diameter by solving

where A is the semi-cl ear aperture and <j> is the power of the thin 

lens. Once an axial thickness has been determined, and the refractive

index n and the shape factor X defined by

4* i $ o ■ 0 *i G p
■ x ;  i p r i f  -  . <’ 2

have been given, the next step is to calculate the quantity D which

simplifies the equations which come afterward.

A2 <J>o A 
axial thickness = ^JrPTT + 8 (11)

D \ / l  -  (1 - X2) (13)



entering
ray



After using D in calculating the distribution of the thin lens' power 

by

one is ready to calculate the two pairs of coordinates by these 

formulas:

As w ill be explained in greater detail in the next chapter, 

the program being described computes seven third-order aberrations for 

each element and fo r the system. More specifically , i t  uses the Seidel 

equations to calculate the coefficients Wq q̂. (spherical),; W ^ ' (coma), 

# 2 2 2  (astigmatism), #220? (Petzval fie ld  curvature), Ŵ -q (d is to rtion ), 

^1^020 (longitudinal chromatic aberration), and 6 ^ # ^  (transverse 

chromatic aberration, or lateral color). The monochromatic aberration 

equation (to third order) in which these coefficients appear is given by

p
l l  . _ 1 + X
i»0 1 + D (14)

and

1 - X
1 + D (15)

yl = yo '  p2 “1 T (16)

yl = yb - p2 W1 T (17)

y2 .= y0 - *3 T (18)

y2 = y0 - pi %3T (19)

Aberration Calculations
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W(H, p, cos 4>) -  Wq40 p4

__ q  ■ " ■

+ W|g4 H p cos <f>

+ "220 ^  ^
 9 n p

+  H p c o s  <ji

_ 3
+ W3 1 1  H p cos <f>

^ 4 0 0   ̂ (20)

I t  should be noted that sagittal fie ld  curvature (Wggg): Petzval f ie ld  

curvature (Wgggp) anc* astigmatism are related by

W220 = W220P + ^ 2 2 2  ’ ( 21)

The equations used to calculate the aberrations may be divided 

into three groups: preliminary equations, main equations, and a lte r

nate equations. The preliminary equations include the refraction invar

iant for the marginal ray

A = ni = nu + nyC = n' i ' = n'u' + n'yC , (22)

the refraction invariant for the chief ray

. B -  nT = nu + nyC = n ' l '  -  n'u' + n'yC , (23)

the Petzval term, or surface contribution to the vertex curvature of

the Petzval focal surface •

P = C A ' i )  ■

a dispersion factor, calculated from the Abbe number v ,
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Sn = Hcl (25)n vn

and an aspheric terra incorporating the conic constant k

a = k A(n) . (26)

The main equations are the ones which actually calculate the 

Seven aberrations from the Seidel equations. In each case a terra is 

calculated for each surface and then these terms are added up, as ind i

cated by the summation sign. The seven equations are for third order 

spherical

third order coma

(xt) a -  A B y A (j-)
(28)

astigmatism

W222
a - y a(~)

(29)
2

Petzval fie ld  curvature

(30)

distortion

a - ! ( k 2P + B2 y A(%0)
2 (31)



and lateral color

s, wr n i  -  E 8 y A(i f ) - (33)

In the event A = 0  (meaning the marginal ray enters a surface 

at normal incidence), the surface contribution indicated in Eq. (31) 

must be replaced by

The alternate equation to Eq. (26),

a = 8 d y^ A(n), (35)

for plane surfaces is of no consequence since only mirrors with non

zero power may be aspheric in this program, and they must be conics.



CHAPTER 3

HOW TO USE THE PROGRAM

Description of the Program 

The program central to this thesis consists o f three parts: 

input9 computation, and output. I t  was necessary to subdivide the 

program in order to f i t  i t  piecemeal into the 6,000 byte computer 

memory, and the functional division just stated satisfied the require

ments for physical division. Each part occupies a " file "  or identified- 

space on the magnetic tape—file s  2, 3 and 4 in this case. The actual 

f i le  numbers must be reflected in the program. Five additional tape 

file s  are reserved for storage of lens prescriptions (which saves con

siderable input time when, for example, several minor variations of 

the same lens are being studied). The number of lens storage file s  is 

not essential, however, and can be changed by a few tr iv ia l modifica^ 

tions in the program.

During the input phase the calculator asks for the information 

i t  needs to conduct a meaningful run. This may consist of f i le  numbers 

for the retrieval or storage of lenses, y-y coordinates, indices of 

refraction, Lagrange invariant, etc.

The calculation phase operates automatically without any in ter

vention, and finishes by setting up for the output operations.

18
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On the keyboard is a set of keys called "user definable keys." 

The f i r s t  five of these are rendered operable by the program. When the 

output phase has been reached, operating these keys results in four 

kinds of output information plus (by the f if th  key) a return to the 

beginning of the program.

The four kinds of output are:

1. A y-y diagram of the lens system after a ll thin lenses have 

been thickened. All output is a fter the thickening of the thin lenses, 

but the input prescription stored on the magnetic tape retains the 

original thin lens form.

2. A conventional layout of the system, including marginal and 

chief rays.

3. A table of radii of curvature, thicknesses, indices of refrac

tion and Abbe numbers, in a format convenient for subsequent input into 

ACCOS. Also, y and y in tabular form, surface by surface.

4. A tabulation of the seven aberrations, as contributions surface 

by surface, plus totals.

Symbols and Representations

Table 1 shows the symbols actually used in the BASIC program.

The addresses are of the form "part no.: line no.," referring to pro

gram lines in part one (input phase), two (calculation phase), or three 

(output phase), where the symbol f i r s t  occurs, i t  may be noted that 

there is multiple usage of some symbols.
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Table T. Symbols and Representations.

Address Symbol Stands for

1:100 K1

1:110 Y y

1:110 Y2 y

1:110 N (see p. 24)

1:110 X (see p. 24)

1:110 W O)

1:110 W2 (1)

1:110 P i>

1:110 T2 t

1:110 S

1:210 K2

1:240 K 6 ■

1:240 . L # :

1:290 K3

2:230 K2

2:250 K1

2:380 N2 n"

2:390 R

2:400 C

2:440 D 0

2:450 HI Pi
2:460 H2 Po

Description

Max. no, of surfaces

Marginal ray height

Chief ray height

Generalized index

Auxiliary data

Reduced marginal ray angle

Reduced chief ray angle

Power

Thickness

Aberrati on matrix

File number decision datum

Actual no. of surfaces

Lagrange invariant

Graphics manipulation datum

FOR/NEXT variable

Reflection counter

Index of refraction

Sethi clear aperture

Center thickness

[see Eq. (13)]

[see Eq. (14)]

[see Eq. (15)]
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Table 1. Continued. Symbols and Representations.

Address Symbol Stands for Description

2:470 K1 y] [see Eq. (16)]

2:480 K2 y2 [see Eq. (18)]

2:490 Bl y-, [see Eq. (17)]

2:500 B2 y2 [see Eq. (19)]

2:600 C Mirror probe

2:680 X v Abbe no.

2:720 K1 Mirror counter

2:860 C C Curvature

2:890 HI A [see Eq. (22)]

2:900 . Bl B [see Eq. (23)]

2:910 R P [see Eq. (24)]

2:920 D A(^-) (see Eq. (32)]

2:930 B2 A(_y-) [see Eq. (27)]

2:940 H2 a r [see Eq. (26)]

2:1000 S (n ,I) S (1 ,I) = Wq4q due to surface no. I

5 (2 * 1 )“ due to surface no. I

S (3 ,I) = U999 and so forth in the order
listed in Eqs. (27) to (33).



Sequential Explanation of the 
Input/Output Structure

When part one of the program has been read in from the magnetic 

tape, and execution of part one has commenced, the computer f ir s t  asks 

for a source number. The user responds by typing in the number zero i f  

a new lens prescription is to be entered, or an integer between 1 and 5 

inclusive (according to where i t  is stored) i f  a previously stored lens 

is to be rerun.

I f  a previously stored lens is asked for, the computer w ill find 

i t  on the tape, read in the prescription, display a y-y diagram for the 

system, and ask for a surface number. When a surface number is entered, 

the present values of y, y , N, and X are outputed and four new values 

(even i f  they do not d iffe r  from the originals) must be entered.

The program next asks about a Lagrange invariant. Any one-digit 

answer means "use the current value." A two-digit answer means "NO, I 

wish to specify a new Lagrange invariant." A three-d ig it answer is 

interpreted as meaning "YES, I would like  the program to calculate what 

the Lagrange invariant should be." The program then asks for an element 

number and the axial distance from that element to the next following 

element, upon which to base a calculation of SK, The result of that 

calculation is displayed and retained in the program for subsequent use. 

An answer of four or more digits gives the same result as a two-digit 

answer.

I f  0 was given as an answer to the lens source question—i .e . ,  

a new lens w ill be executed, the computer then asks fo r, alternately, 

surface numbers and corresponding surface data. The f ir s t  surface in a
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system is #1, whether i t  is an object or some other plane. The surfaces 

may be specified in any order, and corrections may be made by re-entering 

a surface number and its  correct data any time during this operational 

phase.

The four numbers specifying the characteristics of a surface are 

y, y, N, and X. The f ir s t  two are just what they seem and only this 

special Case need be noted: i f  a value is not known for either y or y

at a zero power surface the number 999 may be used in lieu of the actual 

value and the program w ill f i l l  in the missing value by linear interpola

tion from the two adjacent elements using Eq. (4) or (5) as appropriate.

The third number depends on the element type being specified.

More exactly, the kind of element being specified depends on the third  

number. I f  a surface is to be a dummy plane, then N for that surface 

is 1. I f  the surface is a mirror, -1 is given for N. A thin lens is 

created by setting N equal to the appropriate s ix -d ig it glass type for 

that lens, with a decimal a fter the f ir s t  three d ig its . I f  a refracting 

surface is desired, then N is just the index of refraction of the medium 

following the surface.

The fourth number X depends on the third number N in this way:

I f  N is 1 (dummy plane, or surface followed by a ir) X may be any number 

( i t  w ill not be used, but must be entered). I f  n is -1 (a mirror) X 

is the conic constant (-e^) for that mirror. I f  N indicates a refract

ing surface X is the Abbe number (v) for the medium following the sur^ 

face, and i f  N typifies a thin lens X is just the shape factor X of that 

thin lens, defined in Eq. (12). These element specifications are sum

marized in Table 2.



Table 2. Specifying Element Types for Input,
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Element type N X

Thin lens

Dummy plane

(example: 517,642) 

1

shape factor: X 

(any number)

Mirror conic constant:

Refracting surf. index of re fr. following Abbe no: v(any no. i f  a ir)

The following restrictions must be observed: (a) the f ir s t  sur

face must be a dummy plane, not a refracting surface, m irror, or thin 

lens: the la s t surface must also be a dummy plane; (b) no surface num

bers may be skipped over and le f t  out; and (c) the final system, a fter

a ll thin lenses have been thickened, may contain no more than seventeen

(17) surfaces including object, image, and.all dummies. This number is

dictated by the size of the computer's memory.

When the specification is complete, one more surface is added 

where y, y , N, X -  0 ,0 ,0 ,O'. This signals the computer to proceed to 

the Lagrange invariant routine already described. After that, whether 

running a new or a stored lens, a new storage number w ill be asked for 

(0 i f  no store, as before) and the input phase is complete. The cal

culator is programmed to ring a bell each time input is required, and 

on this occasion to mark the end of part one. (See Fig. 6 .)

No zeros may be given for 
N except in the "last-p lus- 
one" termination surface.



INPUT LEMS SOURCEI NEW=0; OR I THRU 5 f 8 SURF NO i
YsYB&lRgHgH^e 6.699 ' 1 . 108

SURF NO 2Y 9 YB AR s N 9 X 9 0 33333333 6.699 517.642 -1
SURF NO 3 •. Y9YBAR9M 9X9--! 2.233 517.642 1
SURF NO 4

YjYBARsNsXja-l 9 i  109
SURF HO 5

Y,YBAR?N,X,*0 0 0 0
CALCULATE LAGRANGE ? NO 
L - 85
INPUT STORAGE NO.<@ THRU 5) 5

Fig. 6. Ramsden Eyepiece: Input Data.
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Output from this program is of four kinds. Each of them is 

called forth by depressing one of the "user definable keys." The f ir s t  

key causes a y-y diagram to be drawn on the screen. The second produces 

a table of ra d ii, thicknesses, indices of refraction, Abbe numbers, and 

y and y values surface by surface through the system. The third key 

gives a layout of the lens scaled to the size of the display screen.

The fourth key yields the table of seven aberrations already described. 

The sum of each type of aberration is printed on the last line of the 

table. Examples of each of these four kinds of output are shown in 

Figs. 7 through 10. The f i f th  key returns the program to its  beginning.



Fig. 7. Ramsden Eyepiece y-y Diagram: 
Example Output of the First Kind. 



Fig, 8. Ramsden Eyepiece Prescription: Example
Output of the Second Kind.



Fig. 9. Ramsden Eyepiece: Layout.



Fig. 10. Ramsden Eyepiece Aberration Table.
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Verification

Four problems have been studied in order to verify  the depend

a b ility  of the aberration calculations. These are two mirrors (a sphere 

and a paraboloid), a Ramsden eyepiece, and a singlet with a remote stop. 

Thin lens calculations for these four examples were performed by hand 

and found to correspond nicely with the answers for the thickened ele

ments given by the program. Table 3 .gives a comparison between the thin 

lens calculations and the computer's results for the thickened singlet.

Table 3. Comparison of Thin Lens and Thickened Lens 
Aberrations to Verify the Latter.

Singlet BK-7, y=10, dy=l, f  MOO, X=0.8, 5K=1
Program

Aberration Result Thin Lens

W040 +2.550 +2.565

Wl31 +0.868 +0.797

W222 +4.997 +5.000

WggQp +1.650 +1.648

W311 +1.856 +1.864

SxW02g +7.740 +7.788

5XW11T +1.628 +1.558
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PROGRAM LIST
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12© GO TO 288 
138 DELETE 21®9 
148 FIND 3

168 GO TO 200 
178 DELETE 210* 
188 FIND 4

' 208 PRINT B;
210 INPUT K2
220 GO TO K2H  OF 47©? 2305 230s, 23®9 2 
230 FIND K2*4

250 FOR 1*1 
268 READ § 
27® NEXT I

oStp!

po



38® m m  y2<i>9y<i>
390 PRINT DtBm1 
400 FOR 1=2 TO K 
41® DRAW Y2 € l> gY<I>
4 2 8  p r i n t ' i  r m m43® IF Kl® THEM 45®
44© PRINT *®*r :450 NEXT'I 
460 HOME470 FOR J=1 TO 99 489 PRINT “SURF NO 498 INPUT I 500 IF K2=® THEM 54®
510 IF I >K THEM 540
520 PRINT USING 5305YCD?Y2 CI>gMCI>pMCI>
530 IMAGE 15Tg4 <6Do6D)54® PRINT "■ YgYBARpMgHp^G^s 550 INPUT Y<S>pY2CDpM<D9XCD 
560 PRINT570 IF 1=1 THEM 660580 IF Y<I>=® AMD Y2<E>=® THEM 64®590 IF Y<I-S>0999 THEN 610
600 Y < I"1>=YC1- 2>*CY2 C I " I ) “Y2 < I" 2 >>$CYC»<”YCI"2 >)/<Y2CD»Y2 C1”2 )> 
6 i@ IF Y2 C 1=1 > 0909  THEM 66®
620 Y2 <I = l>=Y2 CI=2 >-!i’CYCI=l>=YCI=2>>SCY2 CI>=Y2 CI=2 >>/CYCI>=YCi=2 »  
63® GO TO 66®
64® K*I-1 650 J*99 
66® NEXT J •



72:0 GO TO 770 730 PRINT BGIOE SORF MOP AHD RES) I 740 INPUT 19 2750 L=CYCi>SY2CI^I)-YCI*a>SY2Cl>>l760 PRINT raL“ M §L770 PRINT 0INPUT STORAGE NOo C® TH780 INPUT K2790 IF K2=0 THEN 860
8 6® KILL SGNCK2)S<K2M>

IT TO-. NEXT SURFS gra$

'E3 oJ 9

ooUl



238 FOR K2-2 TO K!
240 IF K2>K THEM 36®
250 Ki*i
260 FOR J“2 TO K2 
270 KI~K!$SGHCM<J-a>>
288 NEXT J.
298 IF ABS(M(K2-:))->a® THEM 310 
308 H&»ABS<N<K2~1>>310 T2(K2)#(Y(K2-l)%Y2(IK2)-Y(K2)#2(K2-l))#ami/L 
320 HTK'2>”CYCK2)~YCIK2=>I))SMIzA8SCT2CK2>.>
338 M2 <K2 > ̂  C Y2CK2)-Y2 CK2-1) I /ABS CT2CK2))
348 IF K2-2 THEM 360
358 P<K2"l>»<MCK2"i)̂ M2CK2>"M<K2>SH2CK2-=a>>/L 
368 NEXT K2
378 IF NCI XI® THEM 78®
388 N2"l-t-loOE-SSIMTCHCI>>
390 R=ABS(YCI))tABS(Y2(I))
488 0=8
41® IF FCi><=® THEM 430 
428 C=®D 5tRf2SF <1>/<M2-1)
430 0=R/8fC
440 D=SQRC!”Cl”XCI>t2)$PCI>Se/M2>
458 Hi=cnx<r>)/ci»D>
460 M2S CI"XCI))/C I )
47® KI =Y'CI>-H2SMC I>$0zM2 
48@ K2*YanHi$H<m)8C/M2
49® 8i-Y2 C E >-H2̂ M2Cl)̂ CzM2 
500 B2SY2CI M  >$CZM2
519 FOR J=K TO M  STEF =1 
52® Y2CJ*a>̂ Y2CJ>



550 X<J+a>*X<J»56© NEXT J57© K=KM 580 Y<I+i)*K2598 Y2CI^1)-B2609 FOR C~! TO 2 STEP -fl-610 IF N<C-l>*-i THEM 65®62® X<1+1>-X<C-I>630 WU+i>«N<C“i>648 C®2 650 NEXT C 660 YCD-Kl 
67® Y2CT>*Bi688 X (I > -10®SCMC i>-= IMTCM  »  > >69© H(1>SN270® NEXT 1710 FOR 1*2 TO K-l72® Ki*l738 FOR Js2 TO I 740 Ki *K i^SGMCMCJ“1)>758 NEXT J760 IF THEM 73#
778 Nl*N<I-i>788 X1*X<I-i)798 IF N C D ”-*! THEM 03®
8 8 8  H2 = N ( !>

CO
*̂ 1



e s e98®
91® R*-PCI>/Hi^M2920 D-<H2-l>/CK2SH2)-CMa-S)/CXjl8MO 93® B2=M<l4-i>vM2t2-MC 1 >/Nlf2949 H2=8-950 IF THEM 98®960 D=0-
978 H2=X<mCf3*Y<X>t4*CN2-Hi>988 IF Y<n=® THEM 109®998 IF Hl<>® THEM 192® _ -
108® S<SSi2)*-Y<I)«Bit3$<l/N2Y2-a/’Nif2>/6101© GO TO 103©1020 S(S9 I>sC"Blt<Lt2^R^Blt2rifC2>S82>/Hl4-H:2SCY2CD^YCl>>f3>/;1038 8<l?I>"“CHIt2tYTI)t82“H2)/8184® S<29l)-”CHIS8iSYCI)to2"H2SY2CI>/YCl»/2105® SC39l)~"C8it2SYCI>SB2“H2§CY2CI)/YCI)>t2)/2
1@6® SC6gI>-Hi$Y<I>W2187® s<7g D - s i m m D1880 GO TO 11201098 FOR Kl~l TO 7118® S (KW)-0111® MEXT K11120 S<4pD--'CLf2)SRz41130 NEXT I
114® FOR Kl*l TO 71150 FOR 1-2 TO K-ii 16® SC1X1 g SÔ SCBCSgilO'v’SCECi$ S1170 MEXT 2



^80 PRINT °6m 21® RETURN 220 PAGE238 K3=ABSCYCi>>24® FOR 1=1 TO K25© K3=K3 F1AX ABSCYCD)26© 0=K3 MAX ABSCY2C1>>270 NEXT I280 VIEWPORT i5s>iS5p0s,&0@.298 WINDOW “O 9O p  = 0 ^ 0300 AXIS 109i031® NOME Y2CDpYCl>
320 PRINT “iB*§330 FOR 1=2 TO K 348 DRAW Y2<I>pYCI>
35© print i r m m360 IF I<1® THEM 30®370 PRINT -H0§38® NEXT I 
390 PRINT.“S"480 RETURN 410 PAGE420 PRINT USING 43.0S430 IMAGE 60 8"6TF°RAl>IUSa- m iaTHXCKM448 PRINT45® FOR 1=1 TO K
468 PRINT USING 47®§ IpYCDpY2CD470 IMAGE 2Dp S2Tp Fi>o 4B'gS3Tg Fi>0 40>480 PRINT490 NEXT 258@ HOME510 PRINT 0*yM52© FOR 1=2 TO K^3® IF XCI-2>sM@S TNEM 58®

S1T QINDEX m 4@T03 ABBE D 55T 0 f  D S5T D Y8 AR D

COLO



54® PRimr OSIIS 556gT2<S>9M<l-a)»X<I-i>55@ IMAGE l?T96©o3Ds30T92D0SDP4BT92Do20- 560 IMAGE 17T96Dc3De3iT8lDe6D 578 GO TO 598580 PRINT USING 568gT2<I>»N<I^a>590-PRINT 68® NEXT 1 610 HOME'620 PRINT aM J iB 630 FOR 1=3 TO K640 IF ABS<PCI-1>><2b0E-6 THEN 69065© R= CMC I-1) ~NC i”2) ) /PCI-D
660' PRXHT USING 6703R67© IMAGE 4Tp6D*3D680 GO TO 71069© PRINT USING 700:788 IMAGE 41®INFINITE0 71© PRINT 728 NEXT I 73.0 PR I HI Mg69
758 PAGE 768 T=9 770 Kl«fi788 K3S8
790 FOR X«2 TO fC- ■80® .T=T»T2<I>
81® tC 1 I MAX T
82® K3*K3 MIN T830 NEXT L840 K2=(K1-K3)/13085© UXHDOU ®PKa-K3j)-50SK28S8$K286® UIEMPORT ©glSigOgl®®
870 MOVE 0o0
ss® m m  k i - k s j i®



900 FOR X*2 TO K 918 T«T*9,T2 < I >920 R-ABS<Y«>>❖ftBSCY2C5)>930 IF ABS<W<I»**>i® THEM III©940 IF I=K THEM III©930 IF AB8CPCI>><208E-S THEM III©960 R~R/I@970 FOR Q»-l TO 1 STEP 2 980 MOVE Tg®998 FOR J*i TO I®
1000 K2*S101® FOR G"2 TO 2
1020 !!<2=K2SSGMCMCG-I>>1030 NEXT G1048 K!«K2SCIICI>-A8S<NQ-£>» /P < 2>1658 F~3tR%Q.1860 Sl=SGNCKI>SCABS<IKl>-SiRCKIt2"Ft2>> 107® DRAW T^SIgF 1080 NEXT J 1090 NEXT Q :1180 GO TO 113©1110 MOVE TgRI120 DRAW Tg-R1138 MOVE T“T2C!>g¥C2“I)1140 DRAW TgYCE)
1158 MOVE T - f 2 ( I > 9Y 2 < I - i >1168 DRAW T9Y2CD 117® NEXT I 118® PRINT °iD 119® RETURN 1209 PAGE1229 PRINT USING 123®g



1258' IMAGE Q8%4TFg0SPHERICftL"j> i?T 1268 PRINT USING 1278:127© IMAGE M̂ n 9 46Tg MDISTORB 956T9 0 1288 FOR 1*2 TO K 129© PRINT
130© PRINT USING 1318:19S<lg OgSC 131© IMAGE 2D97C2Xg*3Do30>1328 NEXT I 1330 PRINT 134® GO TO 20®

-P*
IX )
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